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Chapterr 1 

-- INTRODUCTION AND AIM OF THIS THESIS -
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1.. INTRODUCTION AND AIM OF THIS THESIS 

1.11 DNA damage and repair 

1.1.11 DNA damage 

Thee cell nucleus is often regarded as the control centre of the eukaryotic cell, because it is 
heree that cells harbour their heritable information in the form of deoxyribonucleic acid 
(DNA).. Genetic information constitutes the basis of life as we know it, being crucial for 
properr cell function and cell identity. In order to ensure their correct functioning, it is 
imperativee that cells safeguard their genome. DNA consists of two complementary strands 
thatt are kept together by strong hydrogen bonds and give it a double helical structure 
(Watsonn and Crick, 1953), providing biochemical stability to the molecule. The storage of 
DNAA in the celll  nucleus can be considered one of the first lines of defence in the protection 
off  the genetic information as well, by shielding the DNA from harmful processes that are 
activee elsewhere in the cell. Despite this, DNA can be compromised is many ways. In daily 
lif ee of cells their genome is exposed to a wide variety of DNA damaging events of both 
chemicall  and physical nature, originating from sources both inside and outside the cell. A 
broadd range of distinct DNA injuries are the consequence (Cadet et at., 1997; Lindahl, 
1993).. Common genotoxic environmental agents include air pollutants, cigarette smoke, 
andd certain substances that are present in nutrition. These substances comprise, for instance, 
bulkyy molecules that link themselves directly to the DNA, maltreating its structure. Several 
formss of radiation make up another abundant cause of DNA damage. Ionising radiation 
provokess radicals that can result in different base damages and may lead to breaks in the 
DNA,, either single-stranded or double-stranded. Ultraviolet (UV) light can be absorbed 
directlyy by the DNA and thereby induce cross-linking of adjacent bases. On the other hand, 
DNAA structure can be frustrated by common cellular processes. The DNA synthesis 
machineryy occasionally gives rise to errors during replication, causing base insertions, 
deletionss or mismatches. The oxidative metabolism of cells provokes various base 
modifications,, and can encourage strand breaks. In addition, bases may even disappear 
fromm the genome through spontaneous hydrolysis of nucleotides, giving rise to abasic sites 
ass a result. 

1.1.22 Genome stability 

DNAA damage can interfere with correct cell activity and, consequently, with the well-being 
off  the organism as a whole (Friedberg et at., 1995), Instantaneous cellular consequences of 
DNAA damage comprise cell cycle arrest and cell death (Kastan and Bartek, 2004), which 
aree bonafide cellular responses to counteract the deleterious consequences of DNA damage 
too the organism. The presence of lesions in the genome can hamper common nuclear 
events,, such as transcription and replication. In these processes, involving the translocation 
off  a polymerase along the DNA fibre, DNA damage can obstruct the polymerisation 
machineryy or stimulate it into making mistakes. If the lesion is present in the transcribed 
strandd of a gene, expression of that gene can come to a halt as the RNA polymerase stalls. 
Persistentt blocking of polymerases is thought to be a strong p53-dependent apoptotic signal 
(Bernsteinn et at., 2002; Ljungman and Zhang, 1996). In addition, the importance of 
efficientt handling of such challenges is clearly underlined during the replication process by 
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thee recent discoveries of a large number of damage-specific polymerases that have different 
specificitiess depending on the type of lesion in the DNA template (Kannouche and Stary, 
2003).. In addition to these trans-lesion polymerases, cells may opt to replicate past an 
injuryy by switching templates to the newly synthesised complementary strand, a process 
thatt involves recombination (recombination-dependent daughter-strand gap repair) 
(McGlynnn and Lloyd, 2002). 
Nevertheless,, if DNA damage is not properly dealt with, it may give rise to stable mutations 
orr chromosomal abnormalities. Long-term consequences of mutations are the onset of 
carcinogenesis,, aging, and, when present in germ cells, may cause hereditary diseases. It is 
thereforee not surprising that, in the course of evolution, all life forms have invested in 
accumulatingg an impressive repertoire of biochemical systems to get rid of DNA damage. 

1.1.33 DNA repair mechanisms 

Sincee DNA damage can occur in numerous forms, cells employ various dedicated DNA 
repairr mechanisms, each with different specificity and tactics to tackle the many potential 
injuries.. In humans, at least 130 gene products have been directly implicated in genome 
maintenancee in responsee to DNA damage (Wood et al, 2001). Besides the harmful 
consequencess already mentioned above, the importance of efficient DNA repair is sadly 
emphasizedd by a plethora of hereditary disorders that are the result of dysfunctional DNA 
repairr genes, among others Bloom syndrome (Hickson, 2003), Werner syndrome (Opresko 
etet al., 2003), ataxia telangiectasia (Shiloh, 2003), Nijmegen breakage syndrome (Digweed 
etet al, 1999), xeroderma pigmentosum, Cockayne syndrome, trichothiodystrophy 
(Lehmann,, 2003) and Fanconi anaemia (Pagano and Youssoufian, 2003). 
Inn addition to providing biochemical stability, the DNA double helix structure has another 
intrinsicc property of at least equal importance, as it bears a mirror image of itself within 
itself.. This invaluable characteristic assists several major DNA repair pathways to 
accomplishh their task in an error-free fashion. The main mammalian DNA repair systems 
havee in common that they are intricate multi-protein systems. Moreover, several repair 
factorss can be recruited in more than one repair pathway, highlighting functional overlap of 
thee DNA repair machineries. 

/.. 1.3.1 Mismatch repair 
Thee most abundant substrates for mismatch repair arise from errors that occur during the 
replicationn process, in the form of either base insertions, deletions or mismatches. If left 
uncorrected,, these mistakes will lead to stable mutations in a subsequent round of 
replicationn (Jacob and Praz, 2002). The mismatch repair system is initially challenged with 
thee task to recognise the mismatch and, secondly, to tell apart the error from the correct 
geneticc sequence, the latter of course being located on the parental strand from which the 
newlyy synthesised DNA was replicated. In Escherichia coli this discrimination is mediated 
byy methylation, as adenine residues within GATC sequences become methylated in a post-
replicativee manner. The transient lack of methylation on the daughter strand makes it prone 
too the subsequent steps of the repair pathway, involving incision and degradation of a long 
patchh of the mismatch containing strand, and its restoration by DNA resynthesis and 
daughter-strandd methylation, hence reinstating the duplex to its native condition (Marti et 
al.,al., 2002). Mismatch repair is highly evolutionary conserved and mammals employ factors 
thatt are structural and functional homologues of the E. coli MutS and MutL protein 
families.. However, mammalian cells lack adenine methylation and, thus far, the mechanism 
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byy which mammalian mismatch repair distinguishes between parental and daughter strand 
iss still unknown, but it may involve communication with the DNA replication machinery if 
itt is still in the proximity, as several mismatch repair factors can interact with it. 

1.1.3.21.1.3.2 Double-strand break repair 
AA double-strand break in the DNA may be the most brutal form of DNA damage as it 
dividess a complete chromosome in half and, as such, cells can no longer rely on the intra-
molecularr symmetry of the duplex for its correct repair. The seriousness of double-strand 
breakss is reflected by the fact that already a single persisting break can trigger a cell into 
apoptosis.. For their repair, cells rely on one of two mechanistically distinct repair pathways: 
homologouss recombination or non-homologous end-joining (Aylon and Kupiec, 2004; 
Lees-Millerr and Meek, 2003; van den Bosch et al,, 2002). Homologous recombination 
repairr seems to be the most favoured pathway since it can in principal be error-free. This 
repairr system is highly complex and, although being the focus of many investigations, its 
mechanismm is only partially understood. Ideally, the broken chromatid can take instructions 
fromm its sister chromatid if this has already been synthesised during S-phase. In addition, 
thiss repair pathway may also profit from the sequence information of the homologous 
chromosome,, but, in case of allelic recombination, harbours the danger of provoking 
homozygosityy of recessive mutations. Homologous recombination repair is therefore 
thoughtt to be mostly supported during S-phase or G2. The genes that are involved in 
homologouss recombination are evolutionary highly preserved throughout eukaryotes, and 
includee the large RAD52 repair protein group. Although various molecular models have 
beenn proposed, they share several common features. Upon induction of a double-strand 
break,, exonucleolytic activity exposes the 3' ends as single-stranded overhangs. These ends 
wil ll  subsequently locate and invade complementary regions of the sister {or homologous) 
chromosome,, where the invading single-stranded DNA can function as a primer for DNA 
polymerisationn using the intact strand of the sister chromosome as the template. When 
sufficientt DNA synthesis has taken place to allow the new strands to anneal with one 
another,, the newly synthesised strands are released from the donor chromatid. Prior to 
sealingg of the remaining nicks by a ligase, any possible overlap can be eliminated by 
endonucleolyticc activity, or any possible remaining gap can be filled in by DNA 
polymerase. . 

Thee alternative pathway of non-homologous end-joining utilises a different set of proteins 
andd it is thought to occur more likely during Gl when a sister chromosome is absent. This 
systemsystem seems therefore more error-prone than homologous recombination, but mammalian 
cellss that are impaired to perform end-joining exhibited many more damage-induced 
chromosomall  translocations than wild type cells (Ferguson et aL, 2000), showing that this 
systemsystem somehow manages to join the correct ends. It involves processing of the ends to 
becomee appropriate ligation substrates, which is then followed by joining and ligation of 
thee ends. 
AA general challenge for both double-strand break repair pathways is for the chromosome 
endss to find each other within the cell nucleus. Recent in vivo data have shown that strand 
breakss can move over large distances and cluster, a phenomenon that is most prominent 
duringg Gl and which appears to be irrespective of the presence or absence of either 
functionall  homologous recombination or end-joining (Aten et al., 2004). 
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1.1.3.31.1.3.3 Base excision repair 
Smalll  base damages, like modification by an alkyl group or the faulty presence of uracil, 
aree major targets of base excision repair (Fortini et ai, 2003; Nilsen and Krokan, 2001). To 
recognisee and repair these relatively subtle lesions, cells employ a variety of different DNA 
N-glycosylases.. each of which recognises one or a few specific base alterations. After 
bindingg to the injury, the damaged base is flipped out of the helix after which the N-
glycosylicc bond between the base and the deoxyribose is hydrolysed, resulting in an abasic 
sitee {i.e. a depurinated or depyrimidinated site, similar to what can occur by spontaneous 
hydrolysis).. The damaged strand is subsequently incised by endonuclease activity 
immediatelyy upstream of the abasic site, resulting in a 3'-OH terminus next to it that serves 
ass a primer for DNA polymerase action to resynthesise the abasic site, followed by excision 
off  the abasic site and subsequent ligation of the residual nick. Base excision repair can be 
accomplishedd by the mere excision and resynthesis of the damaged base, but sometimes the 
repairr patches are longer, stretching out several bases beyond the abasic site. This is 
thoughtt to be largely determined by the type of DNA polymerase that is recruited to the 
repairr site (DNA polymerase !3 for short patch, and DNA polymerase Nz for long patch 
repair). . 

/,, 1.3.4 Direct reversal 
Inn contrast to the complex multi-protein DNA repair systems described above, certain types 
off  damages can be removed in an uncomplicated fashion, in which one single protein can 
recognisee and reliably restore the DNA lesion. Of>-alkylguanine alkyltransferase, for 
example,, is able to eliminate small alkyl groups (most commonly methyl) that have been 
linkedd to the Ô  position of guanine. The mechanism is a one-step suicide reaction wherein 
thee alkyl moiety is transferred to the alkyltransferase itself through covalent attachment to a 
cysteine,, thereby permanently inactivating the protein (Margison and Santibanez-Koref. 
2002). . 
Anotherr example of DNA repair by direct reversal is photoreactivation by enzymes named 
photolyases,, of which the CPD photolyase is the most widespread among species. 
Photolyasess can reverse the UV-light induced cross-linking of two adjacent pyrimidines by 
bringingg into play two light harvesting antennas that can absorb visible light, allowing the 
enzymee to exploit the energy to amend the UV lesion back into its two regular pyrimidines 
(Yasuii  and Eker, 1997). Photolyases are common in bacteria, fungi, plants and many 
vertebrates,, but placental mammals do not have the simple and efficient system of 
photoreactivationn to repair their DNA. This deprivation is remarkable, as transgenic mice 
expressingg CPD photolyase proved to have vastly reduced levels of various deleterious 
effectss caused by UV irradiation, including erythema, hyperplasia and apoptosis (Schul et 
aL,aL, 2002). Instead, for the removal of UV-induced DNA damage, placental mammals have 
becomee fully reliant on just one repair mechanism: nucleotide excision repair. 

Ï.1.3.5Ï.1.3.5 Nucleotide excision repair 
Nucleotidee excision repair (NER) is probably the most versatile among DNA repair 
systemss (Friedberg et aL, 1995; Hoeijmakers, 2001). It is conceptually simple, employing a 
straightforwardd cut-and-patch mechanism to remove lesions in an error-free manner. NER 
iss found in all organisms, and its general modus operandi can be dissected into the 
followingg steps: (1) recognition of the DNA damage; (2) unwinding of the DNA helix 
aroundd the damage and demarcation of the damage; (3) double incision of the damaged 
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strandd on both sides of the lesion; (4) removal of the damaged oligonucleotide and 
resynthesiss of the gap, and (5) ligation of the residual nick. 
Inn £. coli excision of a lesion by NER can be performed by a small set of proteins: UvrA. 
livrB ,, UvrC and UvrD (Petit and Sancar, 1999; Sancar, 1996). However, eukaryotic NER 
appearss to be much more complex. There are around 30 gene products being directly 
implicatedd in the repair reaction. 
Inn contrast to base excision repair, nucleotide excision repair (NER) does not use a large set 
off  different factors to recognise the DNA damage. Rather than detecting the insulting 
chemicall  modification in the DNA per se. damage sensing seems to occur in a more general 
fashionn by recognising distortions in thee DNA double helix that are the result of the 
presencee of an injury (Friedberg el al., 1995; Wood, 1996). NER therefore has a preference 
too repair bulky adducts, exhibiting a positive correlation between the extent of helix 
deformationn and the rate at which a lesion is eliminated. This strategy allows it to repair an 
impressivelyy broad spectrum of chemically distinct lesions, such as cisplatin adducts. 
psoralens,, benzopyrene. many polycyclic carcinogens, etc. Its most abundant naturally 
occurringg substrates are UV-light induced photoproducts, which are intra-strand cross-links 
betweenn two flanking pyrimidine bases: the cyclobutane pyrimidine dimer (CPD) and the 
pyrimidinee (6-4) pyrimidone photoproduct (6-4PP), the latter being far more helix-
disruptivee (Kim et ai, 1995). Following a modest dose of UV, human fibroblasts remove 
mostt 6-4PPs from their genome within a few hours, whereas repair of CPDs can take more 
thann 24 hours (Bohr et ai, 1985; Mitchell, 1988; Mitchell and Nairn, 1989). 
Sincee mammalian NER is the main focus of this thesis, several of its characteristics will be 
addressedd in some more detail. 
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1.22 Mammalian Nucleotide Excision Repair 

Inn addition to being a multifaceted multi-protein and multi-step repair system, there are 
variouss additional aspects of NER that contribute to its intricacy. For instance, NER can be 
performedd through mechanistically separate subpathways. Moreover, many of its proteins 
havee multiple functionalities, which link NER to several other biological systems. This is 
underscoredd by several complex phenotypes in patients that suffer from hereditary NER-
deficientt disorders. 

1.2.11 Two mechanistically distinct NER subpathways 

NERR can be accomplished by two distinctive pathways, designated global genomic NER 
(GG-NER)) and transcription-coupled NER (TC-NER). As their names already indicate, 
GG-NERR activity operates throughout the entire genome, whereas TC-NER action is 
performedd within transcriptionally active regions. Even though these subpathways are 
mechanisticallyy largely overlapping, the initial events of these pathways are quite different. 

1.2.1.11.2.1.1 Global genomic NER 
GG-NERR can resolve DNA damage from anywhere in the genome and is, therefore, 
responsiblee for the majority of lesion removal (Costa et al., 2003; de Laat et al., 1999; 
Hanawaltt et ai, 2003). Yet its efficiency to do so depends on the type of DNA damage. The 
moree a lesion disrupts the double helix, die faster the repair kinetics of this subpathway for 
thatt particular lesion appears. It is therefore thought that the process of damage sensing may 
bee the major determinant for the repair rate of GG-NER. 
Thee precise mechanism of damage recognition has been a matter of discussion within the 
DNAA repair field, and, although considerable progress in its elucidation has been booked 
overr the recent years, this question remains partially unanswered to date. Different proteins 
havee been suggested to be responsible for the initial damage-detection step: XPC-HR23B 
(Sugasawaa et al., 1998), XPA (Asahina et al, 1994), RPA (Reardon and Sancar, 2002), and 
severall  combinations of these factors (Reardon and Sancar, 2003; Wakasugi and Sancar, 
1999).. All these proteins were shown to have a higher binding affinity for damaged DNA 
thann for undamaged templates (Wood, 1999). Both XPC-HR23B and damaged-DNA 
bindingg complex (DDB) action are specific to the GG-NER subpathway. In any event, after 
recognitionn of the helical distortion, the presence of an actual lesion is verified (Hess et al, 
1997).. This leads to the formation of an unwound intermediate state of the DNA around the 
damage,, giving rise to an open complex of 25-30 bp. This demarcation of the adduct 
conferss the required polarity to the complex so that it allows the endonucleases, XPG and 
ERCC1-XPF,, to incise the damaged strand at the junctions between double and single 
strandedd DNA. Although there are several accessory and/or stimulatory factors implicated 
inn NER, damage recognition, demarcation and double incision can be performed in vitro by 
sixx factors: XPC-HR23B, XPA, RPA, TFIIH, XPG and ERCC1-XPF. After dual incisions, 
thee gap is filled by polymerisation which involves the presence of replication factor C 
(RFC),, proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) and DNA polymerase 8 or E. Ligase I 
actionn is subsequently engaged in sealing the residual nick. Biochemical properties and 
putativee roles of the various NER proteins will be addressed below (section 1.2.2). 
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1.2.1.21.2.1.2 Transcription-coupled NER 
Thee discovery of an alternative pathway for NER came from the observation that active 
geness were repaired significantly faster than inactive genes, and it has since become evident 
thatt this subpathway is mechanistically distinct from GG-NER (Bohr et al, 1985; Mellon et 
al,al, 1987; van Hoffen et al, 1993). Although initially named transcription-coupled repair, it 
iss currently referred to as transcription-coupled NER (TC-NER) because an equivalent link 
betweenn transcription and repair has also been described for base excision repair (Le Page 
etet al, 2000). 
Thee faster repair rate observed for TC-NER seems to be a consequence of enhanced lesion 
removall  from the actively transcribed strand of a gene (Leadon and Cooper, 1993; van 
Hoffenn et a!., 1993; Venema. et al, 1990), but its exact molecular mechanism has remained 
largelyy elusive. TC-NER seems to differ from GG-NER in the initial events of the repair 
reactionn and it does not require the GG-NER specific XPC-HR23B and DDB proteins 
(Tangg and Chu, 2002; Tang et al, 2000; Venema eta!., 1991). Instead, TC-NER appears to 
bee depending on elongating RNA polymerase II (RNA Pol II) action in a process that is 
somehoww mediated by the TC-NER specific CSA and CSB proteins, as well as the recently 
implicatedd XPA-binding protein 2 (XAB2) (Citterio et al., 2000b; Hanawalt, 2002; Nakatsu 
etet al, 2000; Svejstrup, 2003; van den Boom et al, 2002). If an adduct is present in the 
templatee strand of a transcribed gene, RNA Pol II can become blocked at the site of 
damage.. Both the CSA and the CSB protein are part of large multi-protein complexes (van 
denn Boom et al, 2004; van Gool et al, 1997a). The function of CSA is unclear, but it 
exhibitss in vitro binding affinity for both TFI1H and CSB and it contains WD repeats that 
suggestt a structural role in complex formation (Henning et al, 1995). The role of XAB2 is 
enigmaticc as well, but its established interactions with XPA, RNA Pol II, CSA, and CSB 
mayy also be indicative for a structural role in promoting complex formation (Nakatsu et al, 
2000).. The CSB protein has DNA-dependent ATPase activity and is a member of the 
chromatinn remodelling SWI2/SNF2 protein family (Citterio et al, 2000a). It interacts with 
RNAA Pol II and, moreover, stimulates in vitro transcription elongation rate (Selby and 
Sancar,, 1997; van Gool et al, 1997a). A possible mechanism of TC-NER is that stalling of 
thee elongating RNA Pol II itself at a lesion serves as the damage recognition event. Then, in 
orderr for the DNA damage to be resolved, the DNA repair machinery can only access the 
lesionn when the jammed polymerase is either removed or displaced, after which the core 
NERR factors are recruited to the injured site (Tremeau-Bravard et al, 2003; van den Boom 
etet al, 2002; van Gool et al, 1997b). The subsequent sequence of events is thought to be the 
samee for TC-NER as for GG-NER. 

1.2.22 NER proteins 

AA wealth of biochemical information addressing the potential roles of many of the NER 
factorss had been generated prior to the start of this thesis. Many of the data concerning 
NERR protein function should currently be seen in the light of some fundamental findings 
thatt are presented in this thesis. This thesis will , for example, provide evidence that NER 
occurss in a multi-step sequential fashion, and is unlikely to involve a large pre-assembled 
repairr complex (Chapters 3 and 4). 

1.2.2.11.2.2.1 XPC-HR23B 
Thee 106 kDa XPC protein is commonly stabilised by heterodimerisation with the 42 kDa 
HR23BB protein (Sugasawa et al, 1997), and this complex plays an important role in the 
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recognitionn step during GG-NER. No particular enzymatic activity has been found for this 
factor.. It has high affinity for single stranded DNA (Masutani et al., 1994; Shivji et al, 
1994),, and it has a higher affinity for damaged DNA than for undamaged templates (Batty 
etet al., 2000). In addition to its dispensability for TC-NER, in vitro GG-NER assays have 
shownn that the requirement for XPC-HR23B can be circumvented when several basepairs 
(>5)) around a lesion have become artificially unpaired (Mu et a!.. 1996; Mu et a/., 1997), 
indicatingg that impaired Watson-Crick base pairing in double-stranded DNA may govern 
thee specificity of XPC-HR23B binding to DNA damage (Sugasawa et al., 2002). A feasible 
mechanismm for XPC-HR23B action is that it binds to DNA damage by detecting the local 
helixx distortion that an adduct confers by inducing improper base pairing. XPC-HR23B 
bindingg to DNA damage then locally melts the DNA duplex and transiently stabilises this 
state,, hence promoting recruitment of other NER proteins (Tapias et al., 2004). 
Inn the case of UV damage, the kinetics of complex formation advocates that XPC-HR23B 
bindss to 6-4PPs without the requirement of XPA, which is in agreement with findings that 
inin vitro binding of XPC-hHR23B to 6-4PPs can take place irrespective of XPA and RPA 
(Sugasawaa et al. 1998; Yokoi et al. 2000 and Batty et al. 2000). These observations are 
consistentt with a central role for XPC-HR23B in damage recognition and are in accordance 
withh results presented in this thesis that among the core NER factors XPC-HR23B seems to 
bee the first protein to bind to UV damage in vivo (Chapter 3). 

1.2.2.21.2.2.2 XPA and RPA 
XPAA has since long been recognised as a central protein in the early steps of NER. It 
associatess with DNA damage in vitro (Asahina et al., 1994; Jones and Wood, 1993; Robins 
etet al., 1991) and does not seem to have any enzymatic activity. Furthermore, its affinity for 
damagedd DNA is significantly enhanced through its interaction with replication protein A 
(RPA)) (Li et al., 1995). RPA has strong affinity for single stranded DNA. and is known to 
bee a key factor in many major DNA-associated processes. Its role in NER may be to 
facilitatee binding of proteins to the repair complex and, in collaboration with XPA. to 
stabilisee the open complex, in which it may protect the undamaged template strand against 
nucleasee attacks throughout the course of the repair reaction. It may, in addition, aid in 
dislodgingg the incised oligonucleotide. XPA has been shown to play an important role in 
orchestratingg the dual incisions, as it confers binding polarity to the complex which is 
requiredd for proper positioning of the endomicleases (de Laal et a!., 1998). Its central role 
inn NER is further underlined by its interactions with TF1IH and ERCC1-XPF (Nocentini et 
al..al.. 1997; Park et al.. 1995b; Park and Sancar, 1994). XPA and RPA have been suggested 
too be recruited to sites of DNA damage simultaneously, but recent in vivo studies indicate 
thatt RPA is able to bind to DNA damage in the absence of XPA (Rademakers et al., 2003). 
Althoughh XPA and RPA have both been proposed as initial damage sensors, this thesis 
containss arguments against this notion (Chapter 3 and Chapter 5). 

1.2.2.31.2.2.3 TF1IH 
Thee basal transcription factor IIH (TFIIH) was unexpectedly found to be one of the 
indispensablee factors for NER (Drapkin et al.. 1994; Feaver et al.. 1993) and this finding 
hass become a paradigm for the direct communication between the processes of transcription 
andd DNA repair. In addition to its function in NER and RNA Pol II transcription. TFIIH 
hass also been implicated in RNA Pol I transcription (Hoogstraten et al.. 2002; Iben et al.. 
2002),, transactivation (Keriel et al., 2002) and cell cycle regulation (Chen and Suter. 2003). 
TFIIHH is a large multimeric protein complex that contains up to ten different gene products, 
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XPBB (p89), p62. p52, p44. p34, XPD (p80). CDK7, CyclinH. MAT1 and TFB5. which can 
formm different subcomplexes (Giglia-Mari et ai. 2004; Svejstrup et al., 1996). The core 
complexx consists of XPB, p62, p52, p44 and p34; XPD can link the core with the so-called 
CAK.. subcomplex (cdk-activating kinase) consisting of CDK7, CyclinH and MAT1. The 
CAKK complex is able to phosphorylate several substrates, among others the carboxy-
terminall  domain (CTD) of RNA Pol II (Larochelle et ai, 2001), but this activity seems to 
bee expendable for in vitro NER (Mu et ai, 1996). The two largest subunits of TFIIH. XPB 
andd XPD, possess ATP-dependent helicase activity in 3' -> 5" and 5'-> 3" direction 
respectivelyy (Schaeffer et ai, 1993; Sung et ai., 1993). They play an essential role in the 
formationn of an open complex around the lesion, which is a prerequisite for proper dual 
incisionn to occur (Evans et ai, 1997a). The small TFB5 protein {8 kDa) was very recently 
discoveredd as the tenth subunit of TFIIH and seems to play a role in regulating cellular 
levelss of TFIIH (Giglia-Mari et ai, 2004; Ranish etai, 2004). 
TFIIHH is assumed to be recruited early to the site of DNA damage, after a lesion has been 
recognisedd by XPC-HR23B (Yokoi et ai, 2000) (this thesis, chapter 3). The central role of 
TFIIHH in NER is highlighted by its interactions with several core factors, including XPC-
HR23BB (Araüjo et ai. 2001), XPA (Park et ai, 1995b) and XPG (Mu etai, 1995). In 
additionn to unwinding of the duplex, TFIIH has also been directly implicated in regulating 
thee endonuclease activities of both XPG and ERCC1 -XPF (Winkler et ai, 2001). 

1.2.2.41.2.2.4 XPGandERCCl-XPF 
Thee double incision in NER is performed by the action of XPG and ERCC1-XPF. The XPG 
endonucleasee cuts the damaged strand 3' of the adduct, whereas ERCC l-XPF is the 
5'endonuclease.. Both endonucleases are structure-specific, as they specifically cut at the 
junctionn of single stranded and double stranded DNA (Habraken et ai, 1993; Habraken et 
ai.,ai., 1994; O'Donovan et ai, 1994; Sijbers etai, 1996). The endonucleolytk activity of 
XPGG and ERCC1-XPF is stimulated by RPA (Bessho et ai, 1997; Matsunaga etai, 1996; 
Parkk et ai., 1995a). Besides the presence of TFIIH. XPA and RPA, in vitro experiments 
havee shown that also the binding of XPG seems to be required for the full opening of the 
complexx (Evans et ai, 1997a; Evans et a/., 1997b). In fact, XPG recruitment is probably 
mediatedd by its interaction with TFIIH (Araüjo et ai, 2001), and appears to be an early step 
duringg open complex formation in vivo (this thesis, chapter 3). ERCC1-XPF, on the other 
hand,, is generally thought to be the last factor to bind prior to the dual incision (Evans et 
ai,ai, 1997b) (this thesis, chapter 3 and 4). 

1.2.2.51.2.2.5 DDB 
Thee damaged DNA binding protein (DDB) is a GG-NER specific factor that appears to be 
non-essentiall  for in vitro NER (Otrin et ai, 1998), although it can stimulate the rate of 
repairr (Wakasugi e/a/.. 2001). It consists two subunits, DDB1 (p 125) and DDB2 (p48), and 
itt has affinity for various types of DNA damage, including UV-induced photoproducts 
(Paynee and Chu, 1994). Its precise role in NER remains to be established, but it may aid in 
detectingg lesions that are poorly recognised by XPC-HR23B, like CPDs, Rodent cells, for 
example,, hardly remove CPDs via their GG-NER pathway (Bohr et ai.. 1985; Vreeswijk et 
ai,ai, 1994) and they have no detectable DDB activity. Moreover, introduction of DDB2 into 
hamsterr cells resulted in increased DDB activity and CPD removal (Tang et ai, 2000). It 
hass been suggested that DDB may give support to NER on chromatin templates {Hwang et 
ai,ai, 1999; Hwang et ai, 1998). which is supported by findings that it can indeed bind 
chromatinn in vivo (Groisman et ai. 2003). Interestingly, increased levels of histone 
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acetylationn have recently been observed upon UV irradiation of cells (Brand et al, 2001; 
Rubbii  and Milner. 2003) and the CBP/p300 family of histone acetyl transferases was found 
too associate with DDB2 (Datta et al, 2001). In general, studying DNA repair in the context 
off  native chromatin structure is becoming increasingly important (Gontijo et al, 2003; 
Greenn and Almouzni, 2002). DDB may prove to be one of the key players in modulating 
thesee activities for NER in vivo. 

1.2.33 NER disorders 

Xerodermaa pigmentosum, Cockayne syndrome and trichothiodystrophy are rare hereditary 
disorderss that all harbour defects in the NER system, but their clinical symptoms are 
remarkablyy divergent (Bootsma et al, 1998; Friedberg et al, 1995; Lehmann, 2003). 
Whereass several patient groups have clinical outcomes that can largely be understood by 
defectivee NER, others suffer from symptoms that are much more difficult to rationalise 
basedd on mere repair defects. It has become more and more clear that several clinical 
expressionss are not only the result of NER deficiency, but reflect the communication of 
NERR with other biological systems and underline the multiple functionality that some 
proteinss implicated in NER have. 

1.2.3.11.2.3.1 Xeroderma pigmentosum 
Xerodermaa pigmentosum (XP) is an autosomal recessive disorder. Its hallmarks are a dry 
parchment-likee skin and abnormal pigmentation changes upon exposure to sunlight. 
PatientsPatients are extremely photosensitive and exhibit some 1000-fold higher incidence in 
sunlight-inducedd skin cancers {Bootsma et ai, 1998; Kraemer et ai, 1987; Lehmann, 
2003).. In addition, around 20% of XP patients suffer from gradual neurological 
degenerationn (Rapin et al, 2000). Eight different complementation groups can be 
distinguishedd among XP patients, with each group representing a distinct defective gene: 
XPP complementation groups A to G (XP-A to XP-G) and an XP variant group. The gene 
implicatedd in XP variant was found to encode a bypass polymerase (Pol r) involved in 
trans-lesionn synthesis during replication (Masutani et al, 1999a; Masutani et al, 1999b). 
Thee XPA to XPG genes are all directly involved in NER, but most of them have a function 
inn other cellular processes as well. XPB and XPD, for example, encode the helicase subunits 
off  TFIIH and are therefore linked to transcription. Depending on the type of mutation in 
onee of these two genes, patients may suffer from XP, but this may be complicated by the 
clinicall  features of Cockayne syndrome (XP/CS). 

CockayneCockayne syndrome 
CSS is a clinically heterogeneous multi-system disorder with symptoms that show hardly any 
similarityy to those of XP. Patients exhibit a range of developmental defects, including 
microcephaly,, dwarfism, bird-like face, mental retardation and sun sensitivity (Nance and 
Berry,, 1992). Nonetheless, CS does not predispose patients to skin cancer. CS patients fall 
intoo two genetic complementation groups: CS-A and CS-B. With respect to their cellular 
responses,, cells from CS patients are unable to repair the actively transcribed strand of 
geness via TC-NER, a process that is known to involve the CSA and CSB proteins 
(Hanawalt,, 2000) (see section 1.2.1). CS cells are unable to regain their normal 
transcriptionn levels after RNA synthesis has become inhibited upon UV damage. The fact 
thatt CS patients have a defect in TC-NER does not suffice to explain their complex clinical 
phenotypes,, since most XP patients are also unable to perform this repair subpathway. The 
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currentt view on CS is that, in addition to being a NER disorder, it is a transcription disorder 
ass well (van den Boom et ai, 2002; van Gool eta!., 1997b), and the CSB protein was found 
too stimulate RNA Pol II transcription elongation in vitro (Selby and Sancar, 1997). 
Moreover,, it has been suggested that the CS proteins are heiping RNA Pol II in dealing 
withh transcription blocks, either by stimulating its progression if the blocks are the result of 
secondaryy structures, or by displacing RNA Pol II if the blocks are due to the presence of 
DNAA damage, upon which the NER machinery could subsequently be recruited to remove 
thee injury (Lehmann, 2003; Svejstrup, 2003). Although the molecular details are still 
enigmatic,, it is interesting to note that upon the induction of UV damage RNA Pol II can 
becomee ubiquitinated, and that this ubiquitination was absent in cells from CS patients, 
whilee XP cells exhibited a normal ubiquitination response (Bregman et a!., 1996). A 
possiblee role for the protein degradation machinery in resolving stalled polymerases was 
furtherr implied by studies showing RNA Pol II proteolysis in responsee to UV-induced 
DNAA damage (Luo et ai, 2001; Woudstra et at., 2002). 

Trichothiodystrophy Trichothiodystrophy 
Anotherr rare multi-system disorder that is defective in NER is TTD.. The hallmark of this 
syndromee is brittle hair, but patients have more severe phenotypes that include 
photosensitivity,, ichthyosis, mental retardation, small stature and unusual facial features 
(Itinn et ah, 2001). Although TTD can be caused by certain mutations in the XPD or XPB 
subunitt of TFIIH, the causative defect for patients that fell in another genetic 
complementationn group, named TTD-A, had long remained unfound. Recently, however, 
thiss shortcoming was resolved by the discovery of a new subunit of TFIIH that was faulty 
inn TTD-A cells; TFB5 (Giglia-Mari et ai, 2004; Ranish et ai, 2004). Even though TFIIH 
fromm TTD patients appears to be fully functional, the cellular amount of TFIIH was found 
too be extremely low in TTD cells (Vermeulen et ai, 2000), implicating TFB5 in 
maintainingg normal levels of TFIIH, Thus, the heterogeneous clinical outcome of TTD is 
likelyy finding its origins in the multiple roles of TFIIH in nuclear function beyond just 
NER. . 
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1.33 Aim and outline of this thesis 

Att the start of this thesis, a large and detailed body of genetic and biochemical knowledge 
onn NER was available from decades of thorough research. Still, littl e was known about the 
actionn of NER where it all happens: in intact cell nuclei of living cells. The aim of this 
thesiss was therefore straightforward: to gain insight in mammalian NER in vivo, both on its 
basall  mechanism and on its interplay with other processes in the cell nucleus. 
Chapterr 2 presents a newly developed technique that proved to be very valuable in studying 
NERR in vivo. Employing a simple approach, we were able to UV irradiate living cell nuclei 
inn discrete parts of the cell nucleus. We show that, upon administration of local UV-
inducedd DNA damage. NER proteins can accumulate at these lesions. Transcription, which 
iss known to be inhibited by DNA damage, is only inhibited in damaged areas of the cell 
nucleuss and this phenomenon is irrespective of the presence or absence of functional NER. 
Chapterr 3 describes the ability or inability of NER deficient cell lines to recruit NER 
proteinss to sites of local UV-induced DNA damage. Our results argue that NER proteins 
bindd to DNA damage in a sequential fashion and suggest a model for the order in which 
theyy do so. Among the core NER factors, wc provide evidence that XPC-HR23B is the first 
factorr to bind to DNA damage. Chapter 4 offers insight into the in vivo dynamics that 
underliee de novo formation of repair complexes. Our data argue against the existence of a 
pre-assembledd NER complex, and show that some 30 double-incision complexes per 
secondd are established at 6-4PPs. This rate is limited by an early binding step during 
complexx formation. Chapter 5 presents a mathematical model that describes the dynamic 
characteristicss of NER. In addition, we measured the in vivo assembly kinetics of XPC-
HR23BB which shows that its recruitment to DNA damage occurs remarkably slow (t].; = 
1200 s). Within this kinetic framework we explored several previously proposed models and 
rationalisee why many multi-protein processes within the cell nucleus may opt for a strategy 
off  sequential assembly. Chapter 6, finally, is a prospect that addresses some major 
remainingg questions on NER in vivo. 
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